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are engaged in actual work with leprosy. These are clinical men in active work
who, however appreciative of scientific studies they may be, have immediate needs
that are strictly "practi cal."
There has been a question about how well these
needs are being met, a question that is not answered by the reflection that if
nlore matter of other kinds were wanted by those for whom the JOURNAL is
published they would supply it. The mere labor of preparing a formnl article
causes many interesting observations to go unrecorded, or the f eeling that such
an observation may be too isolated, or fragmentary, or lacking in scient-inc
"alue may inhibit th e recording. Yet in the long run th ere may be much of
value, one way or another, in such observations if they were recorded .
Consideration of this question led to a suggestion that it might be ad·
vantageous if the JOURNAL should follow the example of various other medieal
periodicals and provide a separate department for reports of the kind referred
to, if they should be contributed. Such reports might, perhaps, be supplement.ed
by editorial comments on clinical, pathological or other features which they
bring up, such comments to be by technical collaborators. Co=enting on this
Buggestion one of the officers of the Association says:
"1 am very heartily in favour of running a section in the JOURNAL headed
'Case Reports' for recording clinical material, etc. 1 think this will be a real
help to some of our members to whom much of the JOURNAL is stiff reading.
This is not intended as a criticism of the J-OUR~AL-l think it is very excellent-but it comes into the hands of a good many whose knowledge of leprosy is
"ery superficial. Personal comment on such case reports is ver,! desirable other·
wise they lose much of their value to the ordinary man. I am tempted to write
up a case .... "
It is, therefore, the present intention to inaugurate a "Case Report" de- partment for brief, simple notes on especially interesting cases, or on path·
ological or other specimens or phenomena observed. Whether or not such ::.
department will actually be inaugurated depends entirely upon the readers
of the JOURNAIr-upOn whether the proposal is of sufficient interest to them
to induce them to provide the material for it.

USE OF THE TERM "LEl'F.R"

The Leonard Wood Memorial Conference on Leprosy, the members of whien
organized as the nucleus of the International Leprosy Association, recommended
that since the term "leper" carries with it a social stigma it should be discon·
tinued and "case of leprosy" be employeu. Elsewhere in this issue appears
a letter from the editor of a contemporary leprosy periodical and f ellow-member
of the Manila Conference, protesting at the use of "leper" in the JOURNAL.
The point has been so much in mind that the criticism was referred to two
officers of the Association, whose comments are given together with the complaint.
To the principle of avoiding a term which in some of its applications
carries an unfortunate stigma no objection can be raised. The same situation
is met in connection with syphilis, where many an innocently infected person
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would indignantly and properly protest at being called a "syphilitic. " Nevertheless, that t erm, in a general sense and ' without application to particular
individuals, is used constantly and by perfectly good company.
cr Leper" cannot always be r eplaced satisfactorily by any single phrase.
I I Case"
as defined by Webster signifies : " A patient under treatment j an
instance of sickness or injury. Also, the histol'y' of a disease or injury."
Dorland gives only: " A particular instance of disease j as a ca-se of typhoid
fever," making clear that the term is not applied to the individual as such.
One would hesitate to speak, for example, of seeing a case of leprosy walking
down the street, though the person with leprosy (or victim of leprosy) in questi on might be one of the cases of leprosy und er one's care.
It may certainly be agreed without reservation that as a general proposition
the objectionable word should be avoided as far as possible, and that this can
be done to a considerable extent, in spite of preference for directness. However, it cannot always be done without awkwardness, and there are also occasions when to make such changes in the author's manuscript would not be
justified, so it seems necessary at times to admit the term, at least for the
present.

